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As Government measures are relaxed over time, the volume of workers returning to the physical office will increase. However, we predict that due to a change in ways
of working facilitated by an improved technology strategy, many will opt to spend the majority of their week working remotely.
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continued ban on
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Returning to a new reality: the return
to the workplace
Government
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from home wherever
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The workplace of the future
The global impact of COVID-19, and the remote working it necessitates, is set to change the workplace as we know it for good. Many firms
who have moved to an ‘extreme’ remote working model will never look back.
Workplace models

Traditional

‒ Main Head Office (HO),

Pop-up

Mixed

‒ Temporary or pop-up offices,

‒ Desk ratios reduced for Head

Professional

Extreme

‒ Much lower HO desk ratios

‒ Hyper virtualization

‒ Expectation that employees

‒ HO is not for day-to-day

satellite or regional offices,

e.g. WeWork, for key projects,

Office and some other

contact or operational

overflow, etc.

locations to encourage more

will spend significant time

working. It has a different

‒ Other features as per

offsite / home working

working elsewhere

purpose and is much smaller,

traditional set-up

‒ Limited defined population

centres
‒ Almost 100% desk-based

‒ Flexibility for some HO people

‒ Broader population affected

(but not contact centre)

and can therefore be more

creative and high-tech
‒ Most people work remotely

to work from home, usually
Fridays

100% working onsite

100% remote
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KPMG check-in App

Benefits
Help employees keep safe by
booking a desk in advance, for when
coming to the office is necessary

Context
Starting with March national emergency state in Romania, all
KPMG employees began working from home.
Anticipating the lifting of restrictions in mid-May, an action plan
was set-up for a gradual return to the office.
The KPMG check-in app was built as part of this plan, in order to
help mitigate potential risks that come with working in an open
space environment.

Offer group leaders an overview
over who needs to come into the office
and/or go to client premises

Enable tracking of incidents,
should these arise

Help with cost control by
understanding what investments in
safety & security measures need to be
made at any given moment
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New Challenges demands new Solutions
Part I:
KPMG
Check-in
App
Features

Request approval to work from
the office or other location

Employees:
•
Book a desk in the office
•
Ask for approval for work at client/other
premise
•
Manage bookings
Choosing an office through an
interactive map

Group leaders and HR:
•
Approve or decline requests
•
Overview over team members in
office/client premises

Front-desk officers:
•
Check-in employees in the office
Choosing a desk is made easy
through an interactive floor
plan

Reporting (under construction)
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KPMG COVID-19
Connected

New Challenges demands new Solutions
Part II:
COVID-19 Connected Response System

KPMG’s solution supports all stages of the infection life cycle. For Organizations this application will enable a fast reaction in case of suspicion, and will support the daily
planning of the workforce return, through automated triggering and Analytics

Our Approach
Stage I - RETURN
Will support Companies to keep safe environments,
enabling employees to return to their jobs. Will also
enable Companies to have an overall perspective on
their workforce evolving status and better manage the
return to “Normal” by efficiently planning and managing
availability
Permanent Green Card
dependent on scientific capacity to
test & attest immunity

Stage II - DETECT

Retur
n

Detect

Analytic
s

Monitor

Will enable employees to adopt measures to monitor/contain
possible infection, through self-diagnosis and proximity triggers
(resultant from new outbreaks of infection) and also alert their
Organizations for cases of potential infection

Stage III - MONITOR
Will enable infected population to self-monitor their symptoms
evolution, supported by medical resources, and enable
automatic communication of Clinical release through the
attribution of a “Green Card “

Trusted Analytics
As all stages are connected, analytics are leveraged through the complete infection management lifecycle: for Companies it will be possible to
understand at any moment the available workforce, workforce at risk and their geographic distribution.
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The Cycle Journey
The journeys
Daily Mandatory
Self-Questionnaire

Frequent
Self- Questionnaire

Potential Tracing Alert
Potential
Symptom Arise

14 days
Probation Period*

Potential Tracing Alert
Potential
Symptom Arise

No Tracing Alert
?

+

Every 2 days*

Symptoms Negative
Evolution

No Symptoms
X

Test Positive for COVID-19

Self- Monitoring
Quarantine

Self Monitoring
Quarantine
X

2 days
Evaluation
Period *

Test Negative
for COVID-19

Complete
Recovering Period

(*) Adjustable according to requirements
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kpmg.com/socialmedia

kpmg.com/app

The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to address the circumstances of any particular
individual or entity. Although we endeavour to provide accurate and timely information, there can be no guarantee that such
information is accurate as of the date it is received or that it will continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act on
such information without appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of the particular situation.
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